India Invents AI Camera
Network To Track Every
Physical Movement

Technocrat engineers are advancing surveillance technology at
breakneck speed. India’s latest invention can co-opt thousands of
cameras to track individuals or vehicles in real time as they move about.
This is ubiquitous, full-time surveillance that could completely destroy
privacy. ⁃ TN Editor
The future of total police surveillance just got a whole lot bleaker, thanks
to researchers at the Indian Institute of Science (IISc). IISc researchers
have figured out a way to turn a vast network of CCTV cameras into one
massive surveillance network, which can target a specific vehicle or
person.
As VentureBeat reported, police can use Anveshak’s artificial
intelligence (AI) algorithms to track an individual’s movements by using
multiple surveillance cameras from various sources.
Anveshak, the Hindi word for “investigator” gives law enforcement the
ability to overlap the camera feeds from a thousand CCTV cameras to
track an individual person[s].+
“Anveshak has the big-picture ability to know the locations and
overlap points of 1,000 camera feeds, as well as possible paths an
object (such as a stolen car) or person could take through those

feeds, critical details in limiting what would otherwise be an
unfathomably large quantity of video data coming from multiple
cameras.”
The Anveshak platform will now allow police use CCTV cameras to track
or “spotlight” a person through blindspots.
“The system creates a spotlight on the tracked subject,
dynamically adjusting the size of that spotlight based on
known gaps in camera coverage; for example, four cameras
might be monitored for the subject’s arrival in situations of
ambiguity, decreasing to only two cameras where their
coverage is better and the subject’s route more obvious.”
The IISc’s attempt at explaining how law enforcement can use it to track
missing people is really just a veiled attempt at showing governments
how police could use the Anveshak platform to ID and track people of
interest.
“The spotlight algorithm narrows the search space for analyzing
video feeds if the missing person is found within a camera’s field of
view. It gradually expands the set of video feeds analyzed when the
person falls in a blindspot between cameras. This intelligence helps
reduce the computation required for analyzing videos from
thousands of cameras while not sacrificing accuracy.”
The “spotlight” AI algorithm is unlike anything we have seen before.
Anveshak will allow law enforcement to use a vast network of public and
private surveillance cameras to track an individual persons movement’s
between blindspots.
The IISc calls Anveshak “a software platform for smart video tracking”.
“Researchers at the IISc have developed a novel software platform
from which apps and algorithms can intelligently track and analyze
video feeds from cameras spread across cities. Such analysis is not
only useful for tracking missing persons or objects, but also for
“smart city” initiatives such as automated traffic control.”

Don’t be fooled by IISc’s claims that law enforcement will only use
Anveshak to track stolen cars or missing person’s.
History has shown, how police have used smart AI’s to identify and track
people of interest like; Occupy Wall St., and Black Lives Matter
protesters.
As The Verge revealed law enforcement used police video teams to ID
peaceful protesters more than 400 times.
“NYPD police camera teams were deployed to hundreds of Black
Lives Matter and Occupy Wall Street protests from 2011–2013 and
2016. Originally acquired through a Freedom of Information Law
request by New York attorney David Thompson of Stecklow &
Thompson, the records are job reports from the NYPD’s Technical
Assistance Response Unit (TARU) that document over 400 instances
in which the unit’s video team attended, and sometimes filmed,
demonstrations.”
The New York Times revealed how police Fusion Centers used CCTV
surveillance and police videos to ID and track peaceful protesters.
“Peter Swire, a law and ethics professor at Georgia Tech who
recently served on President Obama’s Review Group on Intelligence
and Communications Technologies, said that as the government
concentrated on fighting terrorism, guidelines that had restricted
the monitoring of political activity were relaxed. As a result, he said,
even minor offenses like trespassing can be enough to trigger
surveillance of political groups.”
Both The Verge and the New York Times did a great job of revealing
what happens when police are given access to public surveillance
devices, like facial recognition and CCTV cameras.
Anveshak does for police surveillance what digital electronics (4K) did
for old tube-style televisions. It totally changed the way people view
things.
“In a recently published paper, the researchers show

how Anveshak can be used to track an object (like a stolen car)
across a 1,000-camera network. A key feature of the platform is that
it allows a tracking model or algorithm to focus only on feeds from
certain cameras along an expected route, and tune out other feeds.
It can also automatically increase or decrease the search radius or
“spotlight” based on the object’s last known position.”
The quality of police surveillance cameras can be likened to 4K
television’s clarity. Just like 4K changed the way we come to view TV’s
with its amazing quality, Anveshak will change the way police view the
public’s privacy forever.
A network of a hundred, five hundred or a thousand Anveshak connected
surveillance cameras means that once a person enters a business like
a Walmart, Rite Aide, Home Depot, or a Lowes; they can be ID’d and
tracked in real-time with no lapses in coverage. The same can be said for
public transportation with their DHS-funded public surveillance
cameras being installed in buses, trains and public platforms throughout
the country.
Anveshak gives law enforcement the ability to “spotlight” anyone, for
any reason, no matter where they are. Anveshak’s platform will
transform police surveillance as we know it, soon Big Brother’s gaze will
be omnipresent.
Read full story here…

State Lawmakers Rise Up To
Curb
Governors’
COVID

Powers

State legislators are rising up against dictatorial governors to limit or
remove their ability to declare emergencies to impose draconian
mandates that cause damage to state citizens and economies. States,
counties and cities have immense, untapped power to push back against
Technocrat tyranny. ⁃ TN Editor
Irritated by the sweeping use of executive orders during the COVID-19
crisis, state lawmakers around the U.S. are moving to curb the authority
of governors and top health officials to impose emergency restrictions
such as mask rules and business shutdowns.
The push is underway in such states as Arizona, Michigan, Ohio,
Maryland, Kentucky, Indiana and Pennsylvania, where legislators are
seeking a constitutional amendment to strip the governor of many of his
emergency powers.
Pennsylvania Republican Sen. Wayne Langerholc said the amendment
would “make it unequivocally clear that our General Assembly is a coequal branch … that we are not a monarchy and that our voices matter.”
Democratic Gov. Tom Wolf and some of his counterparts around the

country have argued that they need authority to act quickly and
decisively against the fast-changing threat.
The coronavirus has killed an estimated 430,000 Americans and is going
through its most lethal phase yet, despite the rollout of vaccines, with
new and more contagious variants from abroad turning up in the U.S.
State legislatures generally took on lesser roles after the pandemic hit,
with many suspending work or adjourning. It has been governors or
their top health officials who have set many of the policies — imposing
mask mandates, limiting public gatherings and shutting down dine-in
restaurants, gyms, hair salons and other businesses.
Lawmakers in more than half the states have filed bills this year to limit
gubernatorial powers during the pandemic and other emergencies,
according to the National Conference of State Legislatures. Most
legislatures began their sessions this month.
Kentucky’s Republican-led Legislature could consider as soon as next
week whether to override Democratic Gov. Andy Beshear’s vetoes of
several bills that would rein in his emergency powers.
Wisconsin’s GOP-controlled Senate voted earlier this week to repeal
Democratic Gov. Tony Evers’ emergency health order, which would end
the state’s mask mandate. The Republican-controlled Assembly called off
a similar vote Thursday in the face of criticism from health, school and
business leaders and concern that it could jeopardize more than $49
million in federal aid.
Wisconsin Republicans have argued that Evers exceeded his authority by
issuing multiple emergency declarations during the pandemic, which
enabled him to extend the mask mandate beyond the 60 days allowed
under the law without getting the Legislature’s approval.
Evers contends that the changing nature of the pandemic warranted new
emergency declarations.
The amendment Pennsylvania Republicans are seeking to place on the
May ballot also would put a cap on the governor’s disaster declarations

— 21 days, unless lawmakers vote to extend them. The Legislature also
could halt them at any time with a two-thirds vote.
Wolf has said that prematurely ending his disaster declaration would
itself be “disastrous” for the state and that requiring repeated legislative
approval “could slow down or halt emergency response when aid is most
needed.”
In Michigan, House Republicans have threatened to withhold billions of
dollars for schools unless Democratic Gov. Gretchen Whitmer cedes her
administration’s power to prohibit in-person instruction and sports to
local health departments. Whitmer called the move “cruel and reckless.”
Whitmer was the target of an alleged kidnapping plot last fall by antigovernment extremists upset over her coronavirus restrictions.
Though legislative resistance to executive coronavirus orders has fallen
largely along partisan lines in some states, lawmakers elsewhere are
pushing back against governors of their own parties.
Republicans in the Arizona Senate want to end the broad emergency
powers that GOP Gov. Doug Ducey has used to limit large gatherings
and business capacities.
Ohio Sen. Rob McColley introduced a bill this week that could rescind
emergency health orders issued by Gov. Mike DeWine, a fellow
Republican. It would create a committee to retroactively review them.
DeWine vetoed a similar bill last year.
McColley said the Legislature needs to take action “when the relatively
unfettered power of the executive branch during a time of emergency
has lasted as long as it has.”
Read full story here…

How To Stop The World
Economic Forum’s ‘Great
Reset’

The “collectivist tyrants” pushing the Great Reset should be understood
as Technocrats pushing Technocracy. The Populist movement is the only
natural enemy of Technocracy, but this movement has largely
abandoned personal responsibility as the solution while looking to
figureheads instead. ⁃ TN Editor
There are many millions of Americans today in the post-election
environment that feel uneasy about the fate of the country given the rise
of a Biden presidency. And though I understand why this tension exists, I
want to offer a possible “silver lining”; a different way of looking at the
situation:
With Biden in the White House, there is no longer any ambiguity about
what conservatives (and some of the more courageous moderates) need
to do and need to accomplish. Now we know where we stand, and now
the stakes are clear.

With Trump in office, a lot of liberty minded people became a little too
comfortable, to the point that they were inactive. They actually believed
the system could be repaired and corruption ended from within, and
without much effort on our part beyond our votes. Trump made many
conservatives lazy.
Then there was the Q-anon-sense floating around on the web which also
misled some freedom activists into thinking that people much higher
placed or “smarter” than us were fighting the good fight behind the
scenes and that the globalists would be swept up in a grand 4D chess
maneuver. This was a fantasy; it was never going to happen. Finally,
everyone knows this and we can get on with the business of fighting the
real battles ahead.
I think we are reaching a stage in the conflict between freedom
advocates and collectivist tyrants when many illusions are going to melt
away, and all we will be left with is cold hard reality. Now is the time
when we find out who is going to stand their ground and fight for what
they believe in, and who is going to cower and submit just to save their
own skin. Now is the time when we find out who has balls.
The last four years plus the election of 2020 have revealed that political
solutions are out the window. A lot of conservatives should have known
better, but maybe it takes a perceived disaster to shock some people out
of their waking dreams. Elections, voting, potential third parties; it’s all
Kabuki theater. It’s all a facade to keep us docile and under control.
The liberty movement cannot revolve around a single political figure. We
cannot bottleneck our efforts into the hands of one man or one political
party. The fight is up to us – each of us as individuals. It was ALWAYS up
to us.
A different form of organization needs to happen if Americans are going
to protect our freedoms; a grassroots approach from the ground up
rather than the top down. There will of course be people who stand out
as teachers and pioneers, those that lead by example. But overall, the
movement will not be acting on orders from on high. Rather, it will be
acting according to self motivation. The liberty movement is not driven

by personalities, but by shared principles which take on a life of their
own.
I’m not worried about Biden. In fact, his presence may be the best thing
to happen to conservative unity in well over a decade. The only thing I
worry about, as noted, is who is going to stand their ground, and who is
going to give in?
Biden may also be a wake up call for any moderate democrats out there
who thought that by voting for a hair-sniffing corporate puppet they
might put an end to the division and civil unrest in the nation. I think
they will discover that Joe will attract even MORE civil unrest. He might
trigger more looting and rioting by Antifa and BLM than Trump did, by
the simple fact these insane people will assume that Biden will be
malleable and easier to exploit.
Biden himself is not all that important; he is nothing more than a foil for
bigger events and a proxy for more nefarious people. His presence
signals that the “Great Reset” agenda is fully greenlit. This agenda has a
pretty obvious set of goals, many of them openly admitted to by the
World Economic Forum, and some of them strongly implied by the
extreme political left and the media. They include:
1) Perpetual pandemic lockdowns and economic controls until the
population submits to medical tyranny.
2) Medical passports and contact tracing as a part of everyday life.
3) The censorship and de-platforming of all voices that oppose the
agenda.
4) Greatly reduced economic activity in the name of stopping
“climate change”.
5) Greatly increased poverty and the loss of private property.
6) The introduction of “Universal Basic Income” in which the
government becomes the all-powerful welfare provider and
nursemaid for a generation of dependent and desperate people.

7) A cashless society and digital currency system where privacy in
trade is completely erased.
8) The creation of a “shared economy” in which no one will own
anything and independent production is outlawed.
9) The deletion of national borders and the end of sovereignty and
self-determination.
10) The centralization of global political power into the hands of a
select few elitists.
Now, you would think that most sensible people would be opposed to
such a dystopian agenda. It would inevitably lead to mass death in
economic terms, as well as war. Unless you are a psychopath that gets a
vicarious thrill from the brutal oppression of millions of people, or you
are a globalist that stands to gain immense power, there is nothing
about the Reset that benefits you.
That said, there will still be millions of useful idiots that support
totalitarian policies, and they will act to enforce them. Some of them will
be convinced that they are serving the “greater good”, and others will
think that they can “earn a place at the table” if they lick the boots of
tyrants long enough. Bottom line? It’s not just the globalists we need to
worry about, it is also the contingent of zombies they have duped or
bribed into serving the Reset.
The information war is about to take a backseat and a new fight is about
to begin. But how will it start?
I believe the first test for conservatives will be Biden’s pandemic
response. The Reset agenda and the pandemic are closely intertwined.
Do not be misled by calls from Democrats to reopen the economy; there
are strings attached.
When New York Governor Andrew Cuomo said that the state needed to
reopen, or there would be “nothing left”, he also consistently hinted that
vaccination numbers needed to improve. There are two big lies involved
in this narrative – The first is that the vaccination rollout has failed on a

technical level.
They want us to believe that only around 60% of the first 2 million
vaccine doses have been administered because the state and hospitals
failed to get them to citizens fast enough. The truth is, as we’ve seen in
numerous polls of Americans and medical staff, millions of people DO
NOT WANT to take the vaccine. The situation in New York must be
shocking to establishment elites; it’s one of the most leftists states in the
US and yet they can’t seem to trick enough people into taking the shot.
The same is true across the country, and it’s not because of bureaucratic
failure, it is a propaganda failure.
Read full story here…

